Welcome to Azure Sentinel 101: The next generation of Security!

THE LORD OF THE
SECURITY RINGS
Defeat The Lords of the Dark Web and their minions!

During the Webinar you will:
• Develop an understanding of Azure Sentinel and its capabilities.
• Gain visibility into your organization's security needs.

• Experience state-of-the-art IT Security and compliance technology in action.

Adventure Party Led By
Don LeBlanc

Catapult Security Coach & Protector of the Realm

Over twenty years of experience in IT that started in the dialup days of the Internet. I’ve
been at Catapult Systems for over 2 years where my primary role allows me to guide our
clients on a journey of continuous improvement for their organization’s Security Posture.

Matt Ludtke

Director, Solutions Delivery & Captain of the Guard

Twenty plus years of IT experience with a background in application development, Office
365, Azure, and Security. I have worked at Catapult for 8 years within our Managed
Services delivery teams and currently reside in Austin, Texas.
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Introducing Catapult
Transforming organizations for today’s modern world

Serving all 50 states, Canada and the Caribbean

Top .01% of
Microsoft Partners
3 Advanced Specializations
15 Gold Competencies
2 Silver Competencies

15,000 projects
completed over 27 years
FY20 US Top Microsoft 365 Security Partner
2019 MSUS Partner Award Winner – Modern Workplace – Security and Compliance
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Agenda
Gather Your Allies: Enable M365 Security Suite
Prepare for Battle: Understand Azure Sentinel
The Treasure Vault: Overview of Pricing
Manage Your Keep: Review Data & Retention
Gather Supplies: Setup Data Connections
Detect Your Foes: Analytics & Incidents Dashboard

Review Your Maps: Workbooks & Security Info
Battle The Dark Lords: Threat Hunting & Notebooks
View Your Parties Stats: User Entity Behavior Analytics
Complete Your Journey: Automate Responses
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Gather Your Allies: Enable The M365 Security Suite

Protect your organization from critical outages related
to security breaches, prevent data exfiltration, avoid
data loss litigation, and more.

IT Team

Business

• Start your journey by enabling these
tools so they can be connected within
Azure Sentinel

Executive

• The M365 Security Suite provides
powerful allies for your adventure.

Get more Return on Investment for existing license
costs by fully leveraging the available tools.

The M365 Security tools can be easily connected with

Azure Sentinel and data ingested at no additional cost.

(SIEM)
Security Information and Event Management

o

Executive

Prepare for Battle – Understanding Azure Sentinel
With Azure Sentinel Microsoft provides Security
Operations Center tooling in your Azure Cloud
environment.

o

(SOAR)
Security Orchestration, Automation, and Response

Business

o

o

IT Team

o

Ingest data for some areas at no additional cost and
replace 3rd party tools like Splunk, AlienVault,
LogRhythm, etc. potentially lowering operating
costs.

Collect security data, detect threats, investigate
incidents, and respond to threats from a single pane
of glass. Incorporate data from non-Microsoft

sources like firewalls, LOB Apps, Dropbox, and more.

The Treasure Vault – Overview of Azure Sentinel Pricing
Question: We’re ready to battle the enemy at our gates… how much gold will this cost?

IT Team

Business

Executive

Answer: It depends on what connectors are enabled and how much data is ingested.

Azure Sentinel has no up-front licensing cost.
Pricing is based on the amount of data ingested and
you pay only for what is used.

Ingest data for some areas at no additional cost.
There are two pricing options:

1. Pay as you go - Per Gigabyte
2. Capacity Pricing – Discount pricing by tier level
Based on Azure Monitor Log Analytics pricing.
Sentinel is an interface leveraging Log Analytics for
the data model. There can be additional charges for

advanced features and automation.

IT Team

Business

Executive

Manage Your Keep – Data Caps and Retention

Azure Sentinel retains security data up
to two years vs most MS Security portals

at 90 days. This can help meet
regulatory compliance audit needs.

The additional data retention length

can prove very valuable in the event
a long running security breach is
detected.

Use data caps as a pre-cautionary
measure to avoid any surprise billing.
Also be cautious not to set too low
and block critical security data.

DEMO

Let’s look at configuring a Log Analytics
workspace, setting a data cap, and defining our
retention length.

Gathering Supplies for Adventure – Setup Data Connections

DEMO

Syslog Connectors are available for
integration with Firewalls and other
that leverage those standards.

Azure Sentinel contains many out of the
box connectors for external solutions

such as: Barracuda, Citrix, F5, Okta,
Symantec, and more.

Business

Common Event Framework (CEF) and

Executive

IT Team

Configuration of Data Connectors.

Integrate with existing Line of Business
applications for analysis. Sentinel can
be connected via API, log forwarding,
and direct data import.

Let’s start the adventure and get connected!
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Detect Your Foes – Analytics & Incident Dashboard
Let’s start building!

DEMO
Intelligence makes Sentinel smarter over

time without manual intervention saving
time and money.

Quickly surface Critical security concerns and
incidents. This allows immediate investigation

and ability to automate resolutions. Prevent
outages due to Security Breaches.

IT Team

Built in Machine Learning and Artificial

Business

Executive

Configuration of Analytics & Incident Creation.
Create custom Analytics rules to suit your

needs using KQL queries. These can be
very advanced and create incidents
automatically.

Review Your Maps – Workbooks & Security Info

Existing workbooks can be
modified to meet your needs or
create completely custom
workbooks for advanced needs.

Executive

Creating a Workbook is quick
and easy with out-of-the-box
data connectors.

Business

DEMO

Use workbooks to provide KPI’s on critical

Quickly surface Critical security data for

IT Team

Viewing your consolidated security information.

Create custom Workbooks to suit your

security initiatives. For example, analyze
Legacy Authentication to identify remediation
needs before deprecation in 2021.

analysis. Workbooks allow summarization of
data, security threats, active incidents open,
and more.

needs using KQL queries. These can be very
advanced and are Power BI like.

Battle the Dark Lords – Investigations, Threat Hunting, & Notebooks

DEMO

focus on high priority needs. In today’s
fast-moving business world of do more
with less this saves valuable time.

Microsoft provide an entry point to
look for new detections and figure

out where to start hunting.
Investigations allow bookmarking
and tagging critical investigation
data. This facilitates investigation
across multiple team members.

IT Team

via a graphic visualization tool.

Built-in hunting queries from

IT Team

view the full scope of breach activities

Business

Incidents allow Security Analysts to

impacting events. Security analysts can

Business

Executive

Quickly review and remediate business

Executive

Your go to place in Azure
Sentinel if The Lords of The
Dark Web invade your lands!
Robust threat hunting with

Notebooks, Bookmarks, and
Livestream functionality. Additional
hunting queries available on GitHub.
Start with High Severity Incidents and
resolve those first. Once those are

resolved work your way down the line.
Things will be noisy to start!

Azure Sentinel Notebooks
Executive

What are Notebooks?

o
o

Provide continuity in resource transitions with
defined Notebooks for threat hunting. This provides
a blueprint for new team members to get started.

o
What is Needed to get Started?

Business

o
Repeatable investigations are created and saved in
Notebooks. This provides consistency and re-use
over time for investigating similar threats.

Examples of Notebook Usage

o
o
o

IT Team

o
o
Notebooks provide access to powerful threat
hunting capabilities far beyond KQL queries.
Leverage Python, PowerShell, pre-built hunting

libraries (KQLmagic, msticopy) and more.

View Your Parties Stats – User Entity
Behavior Analytics
Entity Behaviors analyze and build baseline behavioral profiles of
your organization’s entities (users, hosts, IP addresses, applications
etc.) across time and peer group horizon.
Identifies the “Blast Radius” of closely associated users and devices.

Currently Supported Data Sources

•
•
•

Example Use Case

o
o
o
User Entity Example

compromised users and devices. Prevent
data exfiltration and protect critical
competitive advantages.

Reduce alert fatigue and avoid missing
critical issues. Azure Sentinel automatically
filters to detect anomalies allowing your
team to focus on the “big rocks”.

IT Team

Detect unknown threats, insider risks,

Business

Executive

o
o
o
Machine Learning and AI compare user
and device profiles. Quickly investigate

an entity visually and share the entity link
with colleagues in your SOC team.

Complete Your Journey – Automate Responses
Reduce Manual Processes

Reduce resource costs over time and
improve consistency via repeatable
Playbooks.

Automate responses to many events
like impossible travel, unrecognized IP
addresses, external sharing requests in
O365, and more.

IT Team

Do more with less using automation.

Business

Executive

DEMO

Built with Logic Apps and technology
is similar to Power Automate. Execute

Playbooks automatically when an
incident is triggered or run manually.

Questions &
Answers

Security Assessment
Assess Your Security Health:
• Discovery Phase: Enablement of select M365 tools
• In-Person Briefing: A Comprehensive review of your current security status, including any
risky activities detected
• M365 Security Roadmap: Recommendations along with a timeline to help you prioritize
actions to be taken

• Security Assessments Findings Document: A full report that outlines the findings and
relevance in easy-to-understand language and recommendations
https://get.catapultsystems.com/m365-security-assessment/
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Take our survey to let us know!
12 Days of Azure Sentinel Survey

How did we do?

Thank you

Documentation
Reference Links

• M365 Licensing Overview: https://github.com/AaronDinnage/Licensing/blob/master/Microsoft%20365%20Enterprise.pdf
• Azure Sentinel Pricing: https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/azure-sentinel/
• Connecting Data Sources: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/connect-data-sources
• GitHub Threat Hunting Queries: https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Sentinel/tree/master/Hunting%20Queries
• User & Entity Behavior: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/identify-threats-with-entity-behavior-analytics
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